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Lettie Prell’s Dragon Ring Published By Flying Pen Press 
Author’s First Novel Is A Global Technological Adventure 

 
DENVER — Flying Pen Press has announced the publication of Dragon Ring on May 23, 2008. 

Nadine is a special young woman. She is the daughter of the man who transformed the 
small nation of Guatemala into the world’s largest and most powerful corporation. Nadine is an 
expert at virtual-reality applications, and when she goes undercover to find her father’s killers, 
she discovers a power within the Earth that can transform civilization — or destroy entire cities. 
She must face the juggernaut of corporate greed and secrecy to stop an experiment that could 
have cataclysmic consequences. 

Although she is a skeptic, Nadine is finding that the magic claimed by mystics for 
centuries has real roots, and combining this mystical energy with virtual-reality control gives her 
the only tool that can stop the impending catastrophe … but at a great personal cost. She has 
awakened a dragon within her own spirit that threatens to consume her. 

Lettie Prell began writing science fiction and fantasy stories in her leisure time as a 
creative outlet to compensate for doing too much math at work.  She has published short stories 
in The Lorelei Signal and Andromeda Spaceways Inflight Magazine.  Her poetry has appeared in 
the publications Pangaia and Kai Han, and was featured in the Iowa Drama Workshop 
production, Kali Ma. She is a member of Broad Universe, an organization of women science 
fiction, fantasy and horror writers and their supporters, and is editor of The Broadsheet, the 
organization’s web magazine.  

Flying Pen Press is a publisher of fiction and nonfiction books. It is located in Denver, 
Colorado, and operates from virtual offices all over the world. The company’s website is 
FlyingPenPress.com. 
 
Dragon Ring by Lettie Prell 
Science Fiction 
Published by Flying Pen Press under the imprint Flying Pen Press Science Fiction 
ISBN 978-0-9795889-6-9, Trade paperback, $15.95 (£8.95 UK).. 
252 pages. 
5.5" x 8.5" x 0.53", 0.717 lb. 
Flying Pen Press catalog number FIC-2-00002 
 
 


